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The story of Disc-O-Bed® is one of passion, determination, sacrifice, and – above all – family. 
Even though our story is rooted in Africa, it’s really the American dream come true.

Having grown up orphaned in war-torn East Germany, my dad (Hans) knew what hardship 
entailed. Risktaker and entrepreneur by heart, he was not going to make his unconventional 
ways stand between him and success. South Africa became the land of opportunity and that 
too is where he met my mom (Barbara), who today, at nearly 70 years young is still part of 
the business and, truth be told, is the “glue that holds us all together”.

It was in 1988 that dad thought of the idea of stacking two sleeping cots to help save space. 
Interesting enough, his original blueprint does not deviate much from where the 
Disc-O-Bed® is today. Working from a small home office, he patented the disc design with 
the family savings and brought the idea to life. The early years were hard. Leaving home with 
two kids, my parents traveled all over the world for months at a time, sacrificing everything 
they had in the belief of making it big. Finally, ten years later, the big break did come from 
the German Red Cross, who ordered 15,000 bunks for the Kosovo War.

A civil engineer by trade, my brother Richard saw the potential of this small family business 
and decided to join in. The factory was manufacturing product at the time, and his 
engineering insight proved to be of great value. The taste of success was just becoming a 
reality when dad suddenly passed away in 2000. Our family was now only three strong but, 
as devastated as we were, my mom and brother were determined to carry on dad’s legacy.

 With fresh ideas and a willingness to continue the foundation that was laid, my now hus-
band, Douglas, joined the Disc-O-Bed® team. It took some getting used to, but Rich and 
Doug put the challenges of a family-run business aside and forged a formidable team as 
business partners, brothers-in-law and best friends.

It was the U.S. military who put the “American” in our American dream. An army corporal 
noticed us at a retail show and introduced us to the top brass. Since then, over 100,000 
Disc-O-Bed®s have been placed on bases around the world. In early 2004, they insisted our 
bunkable cot system to be American-made. With little to no time to give it much thought, 
I gave up my own company. Doug and I and our little “peanut” growing in my tummy set off 
for the USA. Atlanta became our home and ultimately the Disc-O-Bed® headquarters.

More than 35 years have passed since those humble beginnings. We value our global 
partners and are proud of the offices and production in Germany, China, South Africa and the 
U.S. They together with all our staff are now an extension of that small family that once was. 
As the company continues to grow, one thing remains constant: our humbled, tight-knit 
family that is built on unity and mutual respect. As we fulfill our individual roles within the 
Disc-O-Bed® team, we cannot help but think that our history is not owned, it is simply 
preserved for the next generation.

(Hans’s daughter)
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Disc-O-Bed® Retail Inc.
2402 Tech Center Pkwy
Suite 300
Lawrenceville, GA 30043    t: +1 770.295.2292    tf: +1 800.613.0910
United States of America    f: +1 678.892.7349     e: sales@discobed.com            discobed.com
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GET OUT THERE
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Adventure Gear for any Camp Site: 

Disc-O-Bed®’s Versatile Bunk Beds

Camping just got more comfortable with Disc-O-Bed®’s modular disc bed system. 

Whether camping with your car or on an epic kayaking excursion, you can rely on the 

support of Disc-O-Bed® to help you rest up for your next adventure. Disc-O-Bed® 

can be bunked in a tent to save space or added to an RV for an extra sleeping option, 

or set one up outside for that perfect night of sleeping under the stars.

LEAVE
THE GROUND
BEHIND YOU
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• Stretch out. Sports a longer and wider sleeping surface compared to cots and 
sleeping pads. You’ve got room to move.

• Pack it in. Fits inside most camping tents in either a single or bunked configuration. 
Make the most of your tent space by going vertical.

• No tools? No problem. The Disc-O-Bed® with its modular disc system makes 
tool-free construction a breeze. Pack up is easy, the cots can be quickly 
disassembled and stored in the included compact carry bag.

• Stay high and dry. Features a unique rounded base to prevent tent damage while 
keeping your body fully supported and off the ground. Use the extra room 
underneath for quick-access storage.

• Take a seat. Convert the Disc-O-Bed® to a stable and supportive bench in a few 
simple steps. When it’s time to tuck in, snap the system back in bunk formation or 
individual cots quickly and easily.

• Load up. The included side organizers keep your gear off the ground and out of 
the way for the ultimate in camping luxury. Customize further with add on 
accessories such as a footlocker, cabinet, leg extensions, footpads or even a 
mosquito net for a smart and safe way to sleep soundly.
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Disc-O-Bed® L & XL

Camping Just Got More Comfortable.

The modular Disc-O-Bed® L and XL is the perfect choice for 
accommodating more sleepers in a limited space.  Specifically 
designed with the outdoor enthusiast in mind, it is unbelievably durable 
but also extremely comfortable.

Available Color Options

        30001BO L | 30002BO XL | Green Mat with Tan Frame 
        30501BO L | 30502BO XL | Black Mat with Tan Frame
        30601BO L | 30602BO XL | Navy Mat with Tan Frame
        30901BO L | 30902BO XL | Tan Mat with Black Frame

SPECIFICATIONS

Large
Bunk Weight           60lbs (27kg)

Weight Tolerance                   500 lbs (227kg) - per single cot

Outer Dimensions                   82” (208cm) L x 32.5” (82.5cm) W x 36” (92cm) H

Sleep Area                               79” (201cm)  L x 28” (70cm) W
 
Height of Bottom Cot             11” (29cm)

Height of Top Cot                   32” (81cm)

Bag Dimensions           32.5” (82.5cm) L x 15” (38cm) W x 5” (14cm) H

Extra Large
Bunk Weight           62.5lbs (28kg)

Weight Tolerance                   500 lbs (227kg) - per single cot

Outer Dimensions                   82” (208cm) L x 39.5” (100cm) W x 36” (92cm) H

Sleep Area                               79” (201cm)  L x 35” (88cm) W
 
Height of Bottom Cot             11” (29cm)

Height of Top Cot                   32” (81cm)

Bag Dimensions           39.5” (100cm) L x 15.5” (39cm) W x 4.5” (11cm) H
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Disc-O-Bed® 2XL

Oversized For Our Biggest Outdoor Fans.

If you’re big or tall, roughing it takes on new meaning. Need a little 
extra room to stretch out and catch some Zs at camp? The 
impressively comfortable 2XL is our longest and widest sleep system, 
giving you all the reasons to love spending time in the great outdoors.

SPECIFICATIONS

Bunk Weight         86lbs (39kg)

Weight Tolerance                  600 lbs (272kg) - per single cot

Outer Dimensions                  87.5” (222cm) L x 44.5” (113cm) W x 46” (117cm) H

Sleep Area                              85” (215cm)  L x 39.5” (100cm) W
 
Height of Bottom Cot            15.5” (39cm)

Height of Top Cot                  40” (102cm)

Bag Dimensions          47” (119cm) L x 21” (53cm) W x 4.5” (11cm) H

30507BO
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Disc-O-Bed® Outfitter L & XL

Your Outdoor Experience, Elevated. 

Quickly forget that you are roughing it and add some rugged style to 
your next outdoor adventure.  The special edition Outfitter L and XL 
take our best selling bunks, and improves on them to help you reach 
maximum comfort with maximum utility.  The Outfitter L and XL 
features head and footrest flaps to keep pillows in place, and includes 
2 webbed side organizers for simple storage of small items adding a 
versatile sleep option to your tent, cabin, or RV.

SPECIFICATIONS

Large
Bunk Weight           60lbs (27kg)

Weight Tolerance                   500 lbs (227kg) - per single cot

Outer Dimensions                   82” (208cm) L x 32.5” (82.5cm) W x 36” (92cm) H

Sleep Area                               79” (201cm)  L x 28” (70cm) W
 
Height of Bottom Cot             11” (29cm)

Height of Top Cot                   32” (81cm)

Bag Dimensions           32.5” (82.5cm) L x 15” (38cm) W x 5” (14cm) H

Extra Large
Bunk Weight           62.5lbs (28kg)

Weight Tolerance                   500 lbs (227kg) - per single cot

Outer Dimensions                   82” (208cm) L x 39.5” (100cm) W x 36” (92cm) H

Sleep Area                               79” (201cm)  L x 35” (88cm) W
 
Height of Bottom Cot             11” (29cm)

Height of Top Cot                   32” (81cm)

Bag Dimensions           39.5” (100cm) L x 15.5” (39cm) W x 4.5” (11cm) H

30021BO

30022BO
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Disc-O-Bed® Outfitter 2XL

The bigger, the better! Meet our taller, wider 
and longer sleep system.

If you’re big or tall, roughing it takes on new meaning. Will a cot be 
supportive? Will your feet dangle over the edge? Our impressively 
comfortable and sturdy sleep system has a generous 85” (216cm) large 
sleeping deck, holds 600lbs (272kg) per mat and is as easy to get in 
and out of as your bed at home. As roomy as it is, it also packs down 
to next to nothing for easy transport.  The Outfitter 2XL features head 
and foot rests and durable webbing on the included side organizers 
elevating this Special Edition to new heights.

SPECIFICATIONS

Bunk Weight         86lbs (39kg)

Weight Tolerance                  600 lbs (272kg) - per single cot

Outer Dimensions                  87.5” (222cm) L x 44.5” (113cm) W x 46” (117cm) H

Sleep Area                              85” (215cm)  L x 39.5” (100cm) W
 
Height of Bottom Cot            15.5” (39cm)

Height of Top Cot                  40” (102cm)

Bag Dimensions          47” (119cm) L x 21” (53cm) W x 4.5” (11cm) H

30027BO
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Disc-O-Bed® Single L

Compact and comfortable.

Enjoy the night under the stars with the comfortable Disc-O-Bed® 
Single L! Thanks to the small pack size, it is easy to transport and 
store- and just as robust and durable. The practical single bed can be 
assembled or dismantled quickly, without any tools, and has two height 
options with the included leg extensions. The Disc-O-Bed® Single L can 
be expanded into a bunk or bench when you purchase a second Single 
L and an additional stack adapter kit.

Available Color Options

        30011 | Green Mat with Tan Frame
        30211 | Gray Mat with Black Frame

SPECIFICATIONS

Bed Weight          29lbs (13.15kg)

Weight Tolerance                  500lbs (227kg) per single cot

Outer Dimensions                  82” (208cm) L x 32.5” (82.5cm) W x 20” (50cm) H 

         Without extensions 13” (33cm) H

 Sleep Area         79” (201cm) L x 28” (70cm) W
 
 Height of Cot        15.5” (39cm) – w/out extensions 8.5” (21.5cm)

 Bag Dimensions                33” (84cm) L x 14” (35.5cm) W x 6” (15cm) H
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Kid-O-Bunk®

Your Kid-Friendly Camping Solution!

Put the fun in function on your next family trip with the Kid-O-Bunk 
that delivers plenty of kid-sized comfort. Indoors or Out, easily convert 
from bunk beds to a bench to two single cots, depending on your 
needs and space. Then, it packs away quickly and stores neatly for 
your next adventure.

Available Color Options

        30105BO | Teal Mat with Silver Frame
        30405BO | Red Mat with Silver Frame
        30505BO | Black Mat with Silver Frame
        30205BO | Gray Mat with Black Frame
        30605BO | Navy Mat with Silver Frame
        30905BO | Tan Mat with Silver Frame

SPECIFICATIONS

Bunk Weight           36.5lbs (16.5kg)

Weight Tolerance                   200 lbs (91kg) - per single cot

Outer Dimensions                   65” (164cm) L x 32.5” (82.5cm) W x 32” (82cm) H

Sleep Area                               62” (156.5cm)  L x 28” (70cm) W
 
Height of Bottom Cot             9.5” (24cm)

Height of Top Cot                   28” (71cm)

Bag Dimensions           32.5” (82.5cm) L x 15” (38cm) W x 3.5” (9cm) H
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Dog-Bed Large

Making sure man’s best friend 
now gets to sleep as comfortably as you do!

The elevated Dog-Bed with canopy now offers your pet maximum 
sleeping comfort wherever they may go. Based on similar design 
attributes as our bunk system, the Dog-Bed offers a safe, sturdy and 
comfortable sleeping option that is easy to assemble and quick to pack 
away. The included canopy is an optional accessory and can be added 
or removed easily.

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight                     20lbs (9kg)

Weight Tolerance                   200 lbs (91kg) - per single cot

Outer Dimensions                   49.5” (126cm) L x 32.5” (82.5cm) W x 14” (35.5cm)  

Height w/ Canopy          37” (94cm) H

Sleep Area                               46” (117cm)  L x 27.5” (70cm) W
 
Cot Height           10” (25.5cm)

Bag Dimensions           33” (84cm) L x 17” (43cm) W x 4” (10cm) H

60001 
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GET
ACCESSORIZED
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Practical. Portable. Perfect storage.

• Snaps on easily to any Disc-O-Bed® end frame or use where needed
• No tool assembly with lockable zip-close design
• Keeps belongings and essentials secure and off the ground
• Interior shelves with movable dividers and outer pockets for extra storage
• Fully disassembles, packable design and easy to clean

There’s Always Enough Room for One More.

• Transition your bunk from day to night with a trundle cot
• Increase sleeping options – without compromising your overall space
• Two height options using included leg extensions
• When not in use, slide under Disc-O-Bed® XL and Disc-O-Bed® 2XL
• Fully disassembles into zippered carry bag for easy transport and storage

Weight                      9lbs (4.5kg)

Outer Dimensions              10” (36cm) - 13.5” (34cm) L (tapered) x 23” (59cm) W x 31” (79cm) H

Pack Dimensions               23.5” (59cm) L x 14” (35.5cm) W x 4” (10cm) H

SPECIFICATIONS

Cabinet Trundle

Cot Weight              26lbs (12kg)
    
Weight Tolerance           300lbs (136kg)

Outer Dimensions           75” (191cm) L x 39.5” (100cm) W x 10” (25cm) H

Sleep Area             72” (183cm) L x 35” (88cm) W

Height of Cot           6” (15cm)
  
Bag Dimensions           39.5’’ (100cm) L x 11’’ (28cm) W x 4’’ (11cm) H

The included leg extensions increase the height by 7” (18cm)

SPECIFICATIONS
Available Color Options
    Green     Black

Available Color Options

19813

30008 | Green Mat with Tan Frame 
30208 | Gray Mat with Black Frame 
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Maximize Your Sleeping Comfort.

• Custom designed, inflatable sleeping pad by Klymit for Disc-O-Bed® 
• Unique body mapping technology for maximum comfort and support
• Soft polyester top; durable, non-slip polyester bottom side
• Super light, compact design for easy packing and transport
• Compatible with all Disc-O-Bed® cot systems

Keep Your Gear Dry, Secure and Organized.

• Lockable with multiple compartments and outside pockets for 
  grab-and-go items
• Fits perfectly under your Disc-O-Bed® to maximize floor space
• Fully disassembles in seconds, folds flat and takes no room to store
• Spot clean with warm water and mild detergent

Weight                            2lbs (.9kg)

Inflated                              74” (188cm) L x 30” (76cm) W x 2.5” (6cm) H

Weight                            1.5lbs (.7kg)

Inflated                              74” (188cm) L x 22” (56cm) W x 2.5” (6cm) H

Weight                           7lbs (3kg)

Outer Dimensions              29” (74cm) L x 24” (61.5cm) W x  8.5” (21.5cm) - 5.5” (14cm) H Tapered

Pack Dimensions               29” (74cm) L x 12” (30cm) W x  3.5” (9cm) H

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Disc-Pad Footlocker

Available Color Options
    Green     BlackL 50001 

XL 50021

19812
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Extra Height when You Need it Most.

• Add extra vertical height between cots or increase height of a single cot
• Increases height by 7” (18cm) on all straight bed end frames (not rounded)
• Easily attaches with a U-clip design that fits snug and secure
• Compatible with all Disc-O-Bed® cot systems (not Kid-O-Bunk®)

Puts Everyone on Equal Footing.

• Adds stability and evenly distributes weight
• Quick clip on and off design fitting snug to four bed ends
• Prevents ground sinking and rubberized polymer won’t damage floors
• Textured finish prevents sliding on slick surfaces
• Compatible with all Disc-O-Bed® and Kid-O-Bunk® cot systems

Weight (set of 4)           1.5lbs (0.7kg)

Outer Dimensions                   4” (10cm) L x 4” (10cm) W x 1.5” (4cm) H

Pack Dimensions                     9” (22cm) L x 5” (13cm) W x 2” (6cm) H

SPECIFICATIONS

Leg Extentions Footpads

19847N

Weight (set of 4)           3.5lbs (2kg)

Outer Dimensions                   9” (23cm) L x 2” (5cm) W x 1” (2.5cm) H

Pack Dimensions                     9” (23cm) L x 2” (5cm) W x 4” (10cm) H

SPECIFICATIONS 19802

Available Color Options
    Tan     Black
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Sleep Easy while Protecting You and Your Family.

• Simple, no tool design is highly effective in all-around bug protection
• Tethered so it stays put with tightly woven netting
• Simply and quickly attaches directly to the bed end frame
• Compatible with all Disc-O-Bed® bunk or single cot configurations 
  (not Kid-O-Bunk® or Disc-O-Bed® 2XL)
• Zippered opening to gain easy access, storage bag included

Stay Warm in Style.

•  Blanket, sleeping bag, poncho, pillow – all in one!
•  Snap fasteners: can be expanded with any additional blankets, also to 
   make a double sleeping bag
•  Dirt repellent coating outside and soft fleece on the inside

Weight                        2.5lbs (1.5kg)

Outer Dimensions      82” (208cm) L x 32-39.5” (81-100cm) W x 30-34” (76-86cm) H

Tapered and varies according to system/cot being fitted

Pack Dimensions      33” (84cm) L x 6” (15cm) W x 5” (13cm) H

Weight                           2.6lbs (1.2kg)

Dimensions                       80” (203cm) L x 54” (137cm) W x .75” (2cm) H

Pack Dimensions                5” (13cm) L x 5” (13cm) W x 14” (36cm) H

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Mosquito Net & Frame Multifunctional Blanket

19810

50009
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Heavy Duty, For Our Biggest Outdoor 
Enthusiasts.

• Extremely strong and durable with a weight capacity of 500 lb
• Military-proof and NATO approved
• Modular, portable, compact and ultra strong
• Patented disc system allows for quick, no tool or screw assembly

Increase the Versatility of your Cots!

• Use to convert 2 Single L cots into a Disc-O-Bed® bunk system or bench
• Compatible with all Disc-O-Bed® adult bunkable cot systems
• Includes 4 stack adapters and 2 locking straps

Outfitter Chair Stack Adapter Kit

Chair Weight            15.5lbs (7kg)
    
Weight Tolerance         500lbs (227kg)

Outer Dimensions         23” (58cm) L x 24” (61cm) W x 34” (87cm) H

Seat Area           23” (58cm) L x 22” (55cm) W

Height of Seat         17” (43cm)
  
Bag Dimensions        23.5” (57cm) L x 25” (63cm) W x 3.5” (9cm) H

SPECIFICATIONS 51029

 Weight (kit)         4lbs(2kg) 

Dimensions Single Stack Adapter 10”(25cm) L x 4”(11cm) W x 1”(2.5cm) H

SPECIFICATIONS 45001KIT

Available Color Options
    Tan     Black
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Storage so Compact and Lightweight, 
It’s Kids’ Stuff.
• Under-cot storage that keeps kid’s “stuff” neat, safe and dry
• Multiple compartments with outside pockets for those grab-and-go items
• Fits perfectly under your Kid-O-Bunk® to maximize floor space
• Fully disassembles in seconds, folds flat and takes no room to store
• Spot clean with warm water and mild detergent

The Clutter Buster for Kids On the Go.
• Attaches with a simple buckle to the Kid-O-Bunk® bed end frame
• Lockable zip-closure keeps belongings secure, out of sight and off the 
   ground
• Interior shelves with movable dividers and outer pockets for extra storage
• Fully disassembles
• Spot clean with warm water and mild detergent

Kid-O-Bunk Footlocker Kid-O-Bunk Cabinet

Weight                      4.5lbs (2kg)

Outer Dimensions              25” (63.5cm) L x 20.5” (52cm) W x 6.5” (16.5cm) - 4.5” (11.5cm) H

Pack Dimensions               25” (74cm) L x 11” (28cm) W x 2” (5cm) H

SPECIFICATIONS 50052

Weight                           4lbs (2kg)

Outer Dimensions              9” (23cm) - 7” (18cm) L Tapered x 16” (41cm) W x  24” (61cm) H

Pack Dimensions               17” (43cm) L x 11” (28cm) W x  2” (5cm) H

SPECIFICATIONS 50053
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STAY INSPIRED
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Shirts Hats

Stickers

Available now at discobed.com
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discobed.com




